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YOUR GLOBAL SOURCE FOR THE CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES
Net promoter score

〉〉 70

For more than 120 years, Chemical Engineering has been the leading source for
news, technology and analysis used by engineers, operators, plant managers,
senior managers and consultants worldwide. Chemical Engineering is the primary
publication for the most influential people working in the industry.

TESTIMONIALS*:

“

Chemical Engineering, especially its deep archive
of topics including equipment design, is one of
my top-tier go-to magazines as the lone plant/
chemical engineer at my chemical synthesis
manufacturing (drug) company.

”

“

As an engineer with 42 years in oil &
gas, as well chemical industries, it’s
always an interest to know what is
new in these industries.

”

“

Chemical Engineering provides useful insights into the
various industries that chemical engineers can touch
and allows me to see and learn about technologies
that other industries employ that might be useful to
me. It also provides some measure of examples and
discussions on data analytics and statistical analyses as
well as software.

”

*Signet AdProbe February 2021

REACH THE TECHNICAL DECISION-MAKERS
Chemical Engineering is written and published for the technical decision maker. It’s critical to the purchasing process for high-level engineers,
mid-level managers, plant managers, and senior managers who refer to Chemical Engineering when making decisions related to their work.

56%

of subscribers visited
the advertiser’s
website after viewing
their advertisement in
Chemical Engineering.
Up 11% from last year

387,829

Chemical
Engineering’s total
reach across all
platforms print and
online including social
media followers,
website users, and
e-letters.

84%

of subscribers
are involved in
the initiation,
recommendation,
specification, approval
or purchase of one
or more products or
services.

53%

of subscribers
pass on Chemical
Engineering magazine
to others, generating
impressions and leads
for your products and
services.

35%

of subscribers
requested additional
information from
a company, sales
representative or
distributor as a result
of advertisements in
Chemical Engineering.

15%

purchased the
products or service
based on the ad in
Chemical Engineering.

More than

113,831
social media
followers

Up 15% from last year

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE GROUP
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@CHEMENGMAG

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE

global coverage
19.36%
38.86%

173 COUNTRIES AND 60,000
ACTIVE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIBERS
MEAN UNMATCHED EXPOSURE!
With an audited print and digital subscriber base of
more than 60,000 CPI professionals, the Chemical
Engineering brand is uniquely suited to cover and reach
this worldwide market.

MANUFACTURING, ENGINEERS,
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND MORE.
Chemical Engineering informs key engineering
professionals from across a wide-array of industries
and professions. Chemical engineers look to Chemical
Engineering as their primary source of mission-critical
news and deep insights into the processes, procedures,
practices and problem areas they manage every day.

See our most recent audit statement
at mediakit.chemengonline.com

12.40%

0.28%

5.15%

4.46%

1.81%

4.60%

13.09%

audience profile
OTHERS

18%
PUBLIC UTILITIES,
WASTE MANAGEMENT,
TRANSPORTATION, STORAGE

15%

MANUFACTURING

42%

ENGINEERING

25%

Total Print/Digital
Magazine Subscribers

Total e-letter
Subscribers

Monthly
Web Users

60,033

237,298

103,529
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Manufacturing: 25,087
Engineering: 14,822

Public Utilities,Waste
Management,
Transportation,
Storage: 8,963

Others: 11,161
Total: 60,033

THE CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES
All major segments of the chemical process industries (CPI)
use the same types of equipment and services.

Raw Materials

Every process plant in the CPI starts with raw materials.

Chemical Conversions

Pretreated materials are then run through a reactor – a
cracker, digester, fermenter, kiln, smelter, or some other
unit – where chemical changes take place.

Finished Products

Chemical Engineering subscribers produce a myriad of
finished products covering major industry segments within
the CPI market.

Pretreating

Separation & Purification

Unit Operations

Unit Operations

The raw materials are pretreated
by a variety of unit operations.

Whether a semi-finished product or intermediate,
the materials need to be separated from other
wastes or byproducts and purified.

MIXING

SIZE
REDUCTION

CRYSTALLIZATION

DISTILLATION

Environmental, Health, Safety
and Security

Throughout the process, the CPI must ensure the health
and safety of their workers and their surroundings. The
CPI apply diverse equipment and techniques to manage
and treat the waste that they generate and to achieve
more sustainable processes. Meanwhile, they also specify a
range of safety tools for personnel and processes.

Software, Automation and Control

This technology sustains the entire operation, supporting
safety and efficiency:
•
•
•
•

Process simulation
Computer-aided modeling
Computer-aided design
Enterprise resource
planning
• Supply chain management
• Analyzers
• Instrumentation and
controls

• Diagnostics
• Data recording and
transmission
• Automation and control
systems
• Digitalization
• Industrial Internet of Things
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FLUID
HANDLING

FILTRATION AND
OTHER SEPARATION

EVAPORATION

EXTRACTION

HEAT
TRANSFER

BULK SOLIDS
HANDLING

DRYING

CENTRIFUGATION

An editorial team with collectively
69 years of editorial experience
and 28 years of industrial
experience

DOROTHY LOZOWSKI, B.S.Ch.E.,
M.S.Ch.E.
17 years with Chemical Engineering,
20 years in industry
Editorial Director
dlozowski@chemengonline.com
DOROTHY LOZOWSKI is the Editorial Director of
Chemical Engineering, where she has been an editor
since 2005. Prior to that, she worked for AkzoNobel in both R&D facilities
and production environments in several countries, including five years in the
Netherlands. Her positions included project manager, technical development
manager and research engineer. Much of her work was in the specialty and
polymer chemical areas. Dorothy holds M.S.Ch.E. and B.S.Ch.E. degrees from
the State University of New York at Buffalo.

GERALD ONDREY, B.S. Chemistry, M.A.,
M. Phil., Ph.D.
Physical Chemistry
30 years with Chemical Engineering
3 years in industry
Senior Editor
gondrey@chemengonline.com
GERALD ONDREY has been an editor with
Chemical Engineering since January 1992. Prior to that he was a chemistry
professor at Gannon University (Erie, Pa.), a visiting scientist at the Max
Planck Institute for Quantum Optics (Garching by Munich, Germany) and
the former Max Planck Institute for Flow Research (Göttingen, Germany).
He holds Ph.D. M.Phil. and M.A. degrees in physical chemistry from
Columbia University, and a B.S. in chemistry from Gannon University.

INDUSTRY-LEADING EDITORIAL TEAM
SCOTT JENKINS, B.A., M.S. Chemistry
13 years with Chemical Engineering
Senior Editor
sjenkins@chemengonline.com
SCOTT JENKINS has been an editor with Chemical
Engineering since 2009. Prior to joining Chemical
Engineering, Scott worked in various capacities as
a science journalist and communications specialist,
reporting and writing on a variety of sectors, including chemical processing,
biotechnology, pharmaceutical manufacturing and research policy. He also has
industry experience as a quality assurance chemist and research experience as
a synthetic organic chemist. Scott holds a B.S. degree from Colgate University,
and an M.S. in chemistry from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

MARY PAGE BAILEY, B.S.Ch.E.
9 years with Chemical Engineering
5 years in the industry
Senior Associate Editor
mbailey@chemengonline.com
MARY PAGE BAILEY has been an editor with
Chemical Engineering since May 2013, after
working five years as a process design engineer at
ExxonMobil Chemical Company’s joint venture, Univation Technologies,
LLC. During her time with Univation, she designed equipment for
numerous Unipol polyethylene plants and attended a plant startup in
China. She holds a B.S.Ch.E. degree from the University of Oklahoma.

8 NEAL AWARDS

LOOKING TO CONTRIBUTE TO EDITORIAL?

Winner of eight Jesse H. Neal Awards for Editorial Excellence, the most
prestigious editorial honors in the field of specialized journalism.

For complete information and guidelines visit:
www.chemengonline.com/editorial-submissions
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR

2022

FEATURE
REPORTS

JANUARY

Data Utilization

Ad Space
Closing
12/9

Ad Materials
Due 12/12

FEBRUARY
Ad Space
Closing
1/5
Ad Materials
Due 1/11

MARCH
Ad Space
Closing
2/3

Process Safety

Vapor Recovery
Units
Pipes, Fittings &
Joints

Crystallization

APRIL

Solids
Processing

Ad Materials
Due 3/11

MAY

Ad Space
Closing
4/5
Ad Materials
Due 4/8

JUNE

Ad Space
Closing
5/5
Ad Materials
Due 5/10

Process
Innovations

Distillation

FACTS AT
YOUR
FINGERTIPS

SOLIDS
PROCESSING

Valves

Packaging

Packaging

Process
Analytical
Technologies

Particle Sizing

Plant Safety

Corrosion

Flow
Measurement
& Control

Respiratory
Protection

Rotating
Machinery

Ad Materials
Due 2/8

Ad Space
Closing
3/8

NEWSFRONT

EQUIPMENT
FOCUS

Safety &
Industrial
Housekeeping

Analyzers

Predictive
Maintenance

ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOFTWARE,
HEALTH
AUTOMATION
& SAFETY
& CONTROL

Data Utilization

Particle Sizing

Plant Safety

Process
Analytical
Technologies

ARC Industry
Forum February
14-17, 2022 Orlando,
Florida

Crystallization

Respiratory
Protection,
Corrosion

Flow
Measurement
& Control

AMPP Annual
Conference &
Expo March
6–10, San
Antonio, Texas

Solids
Processing

Safety &
Industrial
Housekeeping

Solids
Processing

Predictive
Maintenance

Signet AdProbe
IFAT

Petroleum
Refining

Solids Handling
Equipment

Gas Separation

EVENTS

Process Safety

Process Sensors

Steam

SHOW
PREVIEWS

SPECIAL AD
SECTIONS, AD
OPPORTUNITIES
AND SPECIAL
INCENTIVES

Solids Handling
Equipment

Leak Prevention*

Process Sensors

Connected Plant
Conference

U.S Gulf Coast

Interphex
May 24-26
New York

IIOT

Connected Plant
Conference
May 23-26
Atlanta, GA

Lead
ADvantage
Study

IFAT
May 30-June 3,
Munich

Cybersecurity
Energy
Efficiency

Membranes
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Weighing
& Dosing

Bioprocessing

Weighing
& Dosing

Energy
Efficiency

Cybersecurity

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

2022

JULY

Ad Space
Closing
6/6
Ad Materials
Due 6/9

AUG

FEATURE
REPORTS

EQUIPMENT
FOCUS

FACTS AT
YOUR
FINGERTIPS

SOLIDS
PROCESSING

Smart Supply
Chains

Pumps

Motors & Drives

Conveying*

Combustion
& Burners

Pipes, Tubes
& Fittings

NEWSFRONT

ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOFTWARE,
HEALTH
AUTOMATION
& SAFETY
& CONTROL

SHOW
PREVIEWS

Pressure Relief
Materials of
Construction
Solid-Liquid
Separation

Ad Space
Closing
7/6
Ad Materials
Due 7/11

Process
Automation

SEPT

Temperature
Measurement &
Control

Ad Space
Closing
8/5

Solid-Liquid
Separation

Safety
Classifications*

Smart Supply
Chains

Process
Automation

ACHEMA
Preview 1

ACHEMA Daily
(see page 18)

ACHEMA
Special Section
Signet AdStudy

Europe

ACHEMA
Preview 2

Compressors,
Fans &
Blowers

Gas Dispersion

Drying*

Emissions
Control

Temperature
Measurement
& Control,
Modeling &
Simulation

OCT

Ad Materials
Due 9/9

Powtech

HydrogeNext
Oct. 2-6
Denver, CO

NOV

Ad Space
Closing
10/5
Ad Materials
Due 10/12

DEC

Ad Space
Closing
11/3
Ad Materials
Due 11/8

Powtech
Sept. 27-29,
Nuremberg

Water
Management
Maintenance
& Reliability

Valves
Heat Transfer

ACHEMA Aug.
22–26, Frankfurt,
Germany

Distributed
Energy
Conference

HydrogeNext

Emissions
Control

Ad Space
Closing
9/6

EVENTS

Experience
POWER

Modeling
& Simulation
Software

Ad Materials
8/10

Heat Transfer

Pressure Relief

SPECIAL AD
SECTIONS, AD
OPPORTUNITIES
AND SPECIAL
INCENTIVES

Mobile
Devices &
Applications

Cost Estimation

Pressure
Measurement
& Control

HydrogenRelated
Equipment

Filtration

Dust Control

Level
Measurement
& Control

Decarbonization

Mixing
Pumps

* Denotes Standalone Articles
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Extraction

Milling &
Screening*

Filtration

Dust Control

Water
Management,
Decarbonization

Mobile Devices
& Applications

Toxicology*

Valves, Pressure
Measurement
& Control

Dust Control

Level
Measurement
& Control

K-Show

Water

WEFTEC

Lead
ADvantage
Study

Valve World

Valves

Valve World
Nov. 29- Dec. 1,
Düsseldorf

Turbomachinery
Symposia,
Dec. 14–16,
Houston, TX

YOUR ADVERTORIAL IN SPECIAL AD SECTIONS

ENHANCE YOUR MARKETING MESSAGE
WITH THESE PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

In 2022, Chemical Engineering will publish several Special Advertising
Sections. Depending on the ad format, display advertisers running
an ad in a specific issue are eligible to receive a bonus write-up in
the featured section. This is the most economical way to get your
message into the hands of the CPI decision makers.
See the editorial calendar for a list of featured topics and deadlines,
and contact your sales representative for more details.

FACTS AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Each issue includes a one-page
editorial feature that addresses
a specific technology or
technological application within
the CPI. Reach these decision
makers by sponsoring a Facts at
Your Fingertips feature. Full page
ad runs on the backside of the
Facts at Your Fingertips article
and runs on heavier stock
in the magazine.

Advertising Benefits:
• Sponsor acknowledgement and logo on the Facts at Your Fingertips page
• Full page ad runs on the backside of the Facts at Your Fingertips article
• Facts at Your Fingertips page runs on heavier stock in the magazine (only if sponsored)
• Sponsor receives 250 reprints
• Sponsor has input into the editorial product with one of the Chemical
Engineering editors (optional)

67% of subscribers recall seeing “Facts at Your Fingertips”*
*Signet AdProbe February 2021
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ENHANCED ADS VIA OUR DIGITAL EDITION
Chemical Engineering’s monthly print issue
is converted into a digital version with
enhanced features such as custom ads.
• Cover ‘Ø’ Ad. Your ad can be placed to the left of
our cover for all viewers to see. Get noticed with this
additional cover image feature. PRICE: $3,300
• Cover Wraps/Insert Cards. Images replicating traditional
print cover wraps and blow in cards can be added
over any page. This feature increases exposure and
brand awareness for your company as these images
must be closed by the reader in order to view the page
underneath. PRICE: $2,900
Visit mediakit.chemengonline.com for more opportunities.

SIGNET ADSTUDY® - KNOW YOUR AD’S EFFECTIVENESS

Signet AdStudy offers objective research on the effectiveness of your
advertising message. Complimentary research is available to you in the
July issue of Chemical Engineering.
®

AdProbe®

AdProbe® takes the traditional Signet AdStudy®
and goes even further. This study offers action
measurements on the following criteria:
• Ad Noticeability
• Ad Information Content
• Ad Performance
Both quantitatively and through extensive reader
comments VERBATIM. AdProbe® is available to you in
the April issue of Chemical Engineering.

LEAD ADVANTAGE STUDY® - KNOW YOUR
LEAD’S PURCHASING INTENT

Litchfield Research conducts telephone surveys of
Chemical Engineering subscribers in the U.S. to
identify purchase plans in specific predetermined
product categories reflecting our advertiser base.
The survey results are made available to you as
a value-added benefit of advertising. Display
advertisers in the June and October issues will be
included in the Lead ADvantage Study®.

E-RESPONSE EMAIL PROGRAM

Measure your magazine advertising return on investment
Find out if your ads have impact. Compare your advertising
with the competition. Discover which ads score well. Test
the impact of different ads. Learn how readers perceive the
message of your ad through extensive verbatim feedback.

Generate leads from magazine advertising
As readers take the survey and study your ad, they have the
option to request more information from your company. Past
advertisers have received up to 30 leads from the Signet
AdStudy®.
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All display advertisers will receive subscriber names
from interested buyers in an easy-to-use digital format.
Partner with Chemical Engineering and receive names
of prospective buyers and gain invaluable insight into
the CPI.

WEBSITE ADVERTISING
BANNER AD RATES

Rates are based on cost per thousand (cpm)
impressions. Due to traffic and based on demand,
positions may be rotated to accommodate all
advertisers. 40K ad impressions in a $76 cpm ad
position would cost $3,040.

MECHANICAL DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS

FILE FORMATS: .gif (animated or static), .jpg, HTML5

RATES:
EXPANDING SUPER
LEADERBOARD: $138 CPM
970x90 - 970x250 px
SUPER LEADERBOARD: $110 CPM
970x90 px

MAX FILE SIZE: 60K
3rd Party Tags are accepted
•
Please contact sales representative for a list of
supported vendors

HALF PAGE: $110 CPM
300x600 px

NOTE ON ANIMATED .GIF FORMAT:
•
Please make sure the ad continuously loops

FLOATER: $165 CPM
970x90 px

RETARGETING

Place your banner ad on chemengonline.com and sign up for the retargeting program.
Your ad will continue to appear on other websites, reinforcing your message and
ensuring you get the most out of your advertising program.
•
Offsite retargeting is at 40% of contracted CPM
•
This program can serve retargeted banner ad impressions up to 4x number of
contracted chemengonline.com impressions

Floater ad sticks to the bottom of the
screen asuser scrolls up and down on
the website.
TOP MEDIUM RECTANGLE: $96 CPM
300x250 px
MIDDLE MEDIUM RECTANGLE:
$89 CPM
300x250 px

FLUID BANNER

With this new, high-impact ad unit you can reach the Chemical Engineering audience in an
impressive and immersive way, while offering a great user experience by allowing the users
to scroll down and continue with their site visit. No X to click out, no timers, but rather a more
seamless experience. Amplify your message with this exciting new advertising experience!

Submit your creative to: adops@accessintel.com.
Please include: “chemengonline.com”,
your company name, and running dates, if known.
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BOTTOM MEDIUM RECTANGLE:
$76 CPM
300x250 px
FLUID BANNER: $250 CPM
1920x[921 - 929] px

Brand
BOOST

NEW!

Maximize your marketing
spend with targeted campaigns
that reach your ideal customers
via social media and display
wherever they’re browsing the
web. Our Brand Boost program
allows you to cut the waste and
zero in on your best prospects
by serving your ads to the
segments of our proprietary
first-party database that match
your ideal customer criteria.

YOUR ADVANTAGES

Proprietary
Database
Our first-party database
gives you access to
highly engaged industry
professionals.

Zero-Waste Ad
Spend
Your ads reach only
your ideal customers –
guaranteed!

High Impact
Get the volume and
frequency your ads need
to be effective.

GET IN THE CPI PROFESSIONAL’S INBOX EVERY
WEEK WITH CHEMICAL ENGINEERING E-LETTERS
mediakit.chemengonline.com
47,000 TOTAL CIRCULATION

Chemical Engineering’s Sustainability Direct bi-monthly
e-letter brings the latest news related to the progress
that the chemical process industries are making toward
a circular economy, with focus topics including recycling,
decarbonization, renewable fuels and more.

FOCUS
47,000 TOTAL CIRCULATION

The monthly CE Focus is sent to a targeted database
determined by the subject matter of each technical
report. Chemical Engineering FOCUS highlights specific
technologies with each issue.

D I R E CT
46,000 TOTAL CIRCULATION

Chemical Engineering’s weekly DIRECT e-newsletter is
sent to a global database of professionals in the chemical
process industries, and provides the latest CPI news including
news about plants, mergers and acquisitions, and more.
Introduce your products and services with a banner ad, white
paper or text ad. Each month, there is also one CE DIRECT
letter dedicated to one of the industry’s most crucial topics
— hydrogen and its role in the industry’s environmental
transformation.

B RE AKTH R O U G H
TECHNOLOGIES

46,000 TOTAL CIRCULATION

This e-newsletter brings news of innovative and novel
technologies in a concise format each month. Introduce
your products and services with a banner or text ad.
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P L AN T C O S T I N DE X
48,000 TOTAL CIRCULATION

Since its introduction in 1963, the Chemical
Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) has served
as an important tool for chemical-process-industry
(CPI) professionals when adjusting process plant
construction costs from one period to another.
This e-letter deploys the last Wednesday of each
month and highlights the CEPCI news.

E-NEWSLETTERS DRIVE
SUBSCRIBER ENGAGEMENT

93% of readers receive and read workrelated e-newsletters. 78% of readers
said reading Chemical Engineering
e-newsletters is critical or important
to their jobs.

E-NEWSLETTER SPECIFICATIONS FILE
FORMATS
.jpg and non-animated .gif only
MAX FILE SIZE: 40K
Text/logo ads available 50-100 words
LOGO AD SIZE: 150x100, plus website link
Note: animated .gif and .swf (flash) files are
not accepted

Submit ad materials via e-mail to:
John Blaylock-Cooke
jcooke@accessintel.com

FO C U S
January 13 - Petroleum Refining & Petrochemicals
February 10 - Instrumentation & Control
March 10 - Environmental, Health & Safety
April 14 - Solids Handling
May 12 - Petroleum Refining & Petrochemicals
June 16 - Flow Control
July 14 - Solids Handling
August 11 - Pumps
September 15 - Water Management
October 13 - Petroleum Refining & Petrochemicals
November 10 - Valves
December 15 - Solids Handling

RATES APPLY TO ALL E-LETTERS
RATES
Leaderboard (700x90)
$2,990
Medium Rectangle (300x250)
$2,200
Text Ad (50–100 words with logo/image)
$2,750
Issue Takeover (full issue exclusive sponsorship)
$8,000

CONTENT FOCUSED MEDIA FEATURING YOUR ADS
CHEMPLOY … RECRUIT DIRECTLY FROM THE CPI COMMUNITY
Chemical Engineering magazine’s print and digital job resources allow you to
target passive and active job seekers in our community of CPI professionals.
Reach them through all the media they use, in any combination – print, online and
e-newsletters.

HOT PRODUCTS - DIRECT EXPOSURE FOR YOUR PRODUCTS
HOT PRODUCTS is a tool that guarantees product exposure to
the global audience of Chemical Engineering. Whether it’s a new
product launch or to promote existing products before an event,
HOT PRODUCTS will give you the edge you need to ensure premium
exposure. Each listing includes a product photo and a 100-word
product description with a URL to your website. You can reach more
than 85,000 decision-makers in the CPI with a combination of print
and e-newsletter marketing.

TARGETED E-BLASTS - DIRECT MARKETING TO THE CPI
Do you have an email that you would like to promote to specific
titles or to specific markets within the CPI? Send us your HTML
and demographic selections and we do the rest. Reach beyond
your database for highly qualified business leads through this
valuable service.

EMAIL MARKETING RETARGETING
Send your custom HTML email message to your selected audience segment
from Chemical Engineering’s coveted customer database. Then select the option to have a follow-up email automatically sent to users that engaged with
the initial email blast or to the non-engaged from the initial email.
Visit www.accessintel.com/termsandconditions to review
Chemical Engineering’s print and digital general terms and conditions.
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1x Rate

3x Rate

6x Rate

12x Rate

E-newsletters Only:

$2,100

$1,900

$1,700

$1,500

Print & E-newsletters:

$2,900

$2,500

$2,200

$2,000

CONTENT FOCUSED MEDIA
CONTENT FOCUSED MEDIA
BRANDCONNECT SPONSORED CONTENT. Chemical Engineering’s
BrandConnect allows you to connect directly with the Chemical Engineering
audience by placing your content alongside relevant Chemical Engineering
editorial content, maximizing discoverability in context.
You provide us with some content which we host on a specific partner page
and promote to all of our digital channels; or even - depending on the
package booked - to our magazine audience. We will develop all promotional
materials around this content campaign, and provide you with advanced
analytics and reporting.
Several packages are available with varying sets of promotions which include
targeted e-blasts, native advertising on chemengonline.com and in e-newsletters,
and social media marketing.

CASCADE - CUSTOM CONTENT SPONSORSHIP.
Cascade is a long form, dynamic and interactive web
article that engages the reader through in-depth
storytelling. This featured web article sponsorship
utilizes the latest technology in digital design to bring
articles to life and increase audience engagement. With
average audience time on page reaching 8 – 10 minutes,
Cascades integrate videos, text and images into a unique,
full-screen rich-media format which is promoted to our
various digital audiences.
CUSTOM VIDEO PACKAGES.
Video is becoming a more common marketing and
lead-generation tool. Short videos showing technology
demonstrations, how a product works, animation and
technical interviews are commanding significant attention.
Chemical Engineering can promote that video to our global
audience to showcase your expertise in a specific area.

89%* of readers rely on video

68.61%*

of readers read sponsored content on websites

as a useful information source to
stay informed about the CPI

MARKETING SERVICES.

88%

of those readers find the sponsored content to
be useful or interesting

Need support with content creation? A Chemical Engineering
editor or freelance staff member will assist in producing
material to promote your brand via a white paper, webinar,
quiz, sponsored content and more. Initial appearance must
run within the Chemical Engineering brand.
PRODUCT AND BRAND SURVEYS.
Partner with Chemical Engineering to gain valuable
insight from the CPI decision makers. Survey the
Chemical Engineering audience on your products,
brand or industry topics.

*2021 Chemical Engineering E-Media Survey
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LEAD GENERATION - FIND AND ENGAGE YOUR BEST PROSPECTS
WEBINARS - DIRECTLY ENGAGE YOUR PROSPECTS VIRTUALLY!
Chemical Engineering webinars are an engaging, measurable and costeffective way to reach CPI professionals. By combining the immediacy of the
Internet with the impact of streaming audio, video and live Q&A, Chemical
Engineering webinars provide a dynamic marketing solution that accelerates
the lead generation process and produces actionable results.
We will actively promote your webinar to our subscriber and customer
database. Your company will get the contact information for all of those
who signed up to attend. Chemical Engineering webinar sponsors have
found that webinars are one of the most effective ways to generate highly
qualified leads.
SINGLE-SPONSORED: advertiser develops the content
MULTI-SPONSORED: editorial staff develops the content (topics vary)

WHITE PAPER SPONSORSHIPS - PUT YOUR TECHNICAL
PAPERS IN FRONT OF KEY CPI PROFESSIONALS

71.31%

of readers said White Papers are very useful or useful to stay
informed about the CPI.
White Paper sponsorships provide an opportunity for sponsors to post technical
papers from industry experts. The White Paper is hosted on chemengonline.com and
promoted through different media channels to drive leads.

STANDARD OFFERING

Post up to 6 pages: Pricing based on cost per lead.
Contact your sales rep for more details
Price includes email and advertising promotion

77.42%

of readers said attending webinars is useful or very useful to
stay informed about the industry. Up 9.11% over last year.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
SPONSORSHIP

41.75% of those readers indicated this is more than in previous years

Chemical Engineering’s website offers an
enjoyable way to educate decision makers
about a new or existing technology, product
or service. Promote your brand to the CPI
audience while driving traffic to your own
website and generating leads through the
Test Your Knowledge Sponsorship.

Previous webinars have produced 300-500+ registrations with an average of

35% live attendance

Chemical Engineering promotes the
monthly quiz on chemengonline.com/
quizzes, Twitter, LinkedIn and e-newsletters
to increase your audience reach.

84.17%

of readers plan to attend a webinar this year

CASE STUDY SPONSORSHIPS
Case study sponsorships provide the opportunity to post technical papers
from industry experts. These case studies can be hosted on chemengonline.
com and promoted through multiple media channels to drive relevant leads
and generate exposure for your content.

789
Average leads per quiz: 238
Average completion per quiz:

STANDARD OFFERING:
$5,500
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ADVANCED DIGITAL MEDIA
CPI PRECISION

FLOW IS MARKETING ORCHESTRATION

CPI Precision uses demographics and behavioral data to determine
exactly who is interested in your product or service, allowing you the
precision to deliver a message to specific accounts and behaviors of
interest. By creating a personalized experience for readers on our
website, email, social and mobile, you can engage them at every step of
the purchasing funnel and maximize ROI.

This strategic approach provides marketers with a unique opportunity
to position critical assets to our audience. The campaign will guide
users through a journey of communication triggered by engagement to
nurture Marketing Qualified Leads (MQL). Our Marketing Services Team
will manage every aspect of the campaign execution, including creative
development and tactical optimization. From the launch of the campaign
to its completion, we will provide complete transparency to allow our
partners to monitor messaging performance and asset effectiveness.

ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING
Acquire, expand and nurture the leads of your top high-value clients
and prospects. Leverage Chemical Engineering’s enhanced marketing
capabilities with an ABM strategy that’s designed specifically to boost
your sales pipeline and close deals. Select 5 accounts (up to 5K users) to
target with your messaging for a month. Segmenting capabilities include
job titles, geographic location and content affinity.
AUDIENCE EXTENSION
This advanced marketing program blends audience segmentation,
outbound engagement and programmatic retargeting. A custom,
targeted email blast will be sent to 10,000 users from Chemical
Engineering’s coveted database. We’ll then send a retargeted email
blast with modified creative to users that engaged with the initial blast.
Plus, a targeted rectangle ad will surround the same 10,000 users with
your message for one month. And finally, a programmatically retargeted
rectangle ad will be displayed to the same target audience offsite across
the web, up to 100,000 impressions.
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ENHANCE YOUR BRAND AND PARTNER WITH CHEMICAL
6TH ANNUAL
ENGINEERING AND POWER AT THEIR LEADING EVENTS COVERING
THE CHEMICAL PROCESS AND POWER GENERATION INDUSTRIES.
6TH ANNUAL

CONNECTED PLANT CONFERENCE

HYDROGENEXT

MAY 23-26, 2022
RENAISSANCE WAVERLY HOTEL
ATLANTA, GA

OCTOBER 3-6, 2022
GAYLORD ROCKIES
DENVER, CO

Sponsor the only event covering digitalization for
the power and chemical process industries and
connect with the who’s who while you explore the
fast-paced advances in automation, data analytics,
computing networks, “smart” sensors, augmented
reality, and other digital technologies to improve
plant processes and operations.

Sponsor the one event that brings power
generation and chemical process management
together to collaborate and learn about the
fast-paced advances being made toward a
hydrogen economy. Drawing on resources from
both the chemical process and energy industries,
HydrogeNext covers the full value chain from
hydrogen production to distribution and end-use.
Co-Located with Experience POWER!

Contact your sales representative to secure your sponsorship and position your company
in front of the chemical process and power generation industries’ key decision-makers.
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ACHEMA Daily 2022

The official daily show newspaper
A Project Joint Venture from

Promote your participation of ACHEMA 2022 in the
ONLY PUBLICATION REACHING ALL SHOW VISITORS!
Advertise your products and highlights to show visitors in the only official show newspaper
ACHEMA Daily. With news about exhibitors, products, event highlights and the daily conference
program, ACHEMA Daily is a vital source of information for all ACHEMA visitors.

DISTRIBUTION PRINT + DIGITAL

With your advertisement in ACHEMA Daily you can reach not just the show visitors, but
thousands of potential customers from all over the world who do not visit the event.

75,000

PRINT DISTRIBUTION
• Show Distribution at all entrances
• Circulation 15,000 – 25,000 print copies/issues

+ 1,150,000

DIGITAL CIRCULATION
Deployment to newsletter subscribers and social media followers of Chemical Engineering,
cav, cpp, dei, phpro and prozesstechnik online
+ DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
To all ACHEMA 2022 registrants

DATES

Frequency:

5X
DATES OF PUBLICATION:
August 15, 2022 - ACHEMA Daily 1, digital only
August 22, 2022 - ACHEMA Daily 1, print only
August 23, 2022 - ACHEMA Daily 2, print/digital
August 24, 2022 - ACHEMA Daily 3, print/digital
August 25/26, 2022 - ACHEMA Daily 4, print/digital

PRINT MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

AD DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS
ADVERTISING SPECS

1/2
island

1/6
vertical

1/2
vertical

1/2
horizontal

•
•
•
•
•

1/3
vertical

1/4
page

Full Page

2/3
page

1/3
square

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Width x Heigth

•

FILE PREP
•
•
•
•
•

Inches

Millimeters

Picas

16.25" x 11"

412.8 x 279.4 mm

97p6 x 66p

15" x 10"

381.0 x 254.0 mm

90p x 60p

8.125" x 11"

206.4 x 279.4 mm

48p9 x 66p

7" x 10"

177.8 x 254.0 mm

42p x 60p

2/3 page (bleed)

5.25" x 11"

133.4 x 279.4 mm

31p6 x 66p

•

2/3 page (non-bleed)

4.625" x 10"

117.5 x 254 mm

27p4.5 x 60p

4" x 11"

101.6 x 279.4 mm

24p x 66p

•
•

3.375" x 10"

85.7 x 254.0 mm

20p3 x 60p

1/2 page island (non-bleed)

4.625" x 7.375"

117.5 x 187.3 mm

27p9 x 44p3

1/2 page horizontal (bleed)

8.125" x 5.625"

206.4 x 142.9 mm

48p9 x 33p9

1/2 page horizontal (non-bleed)

7" x 4.875"

177.8 x 123.8 mm

42p x 29p3

1/3 page vertical (bleed)

2.875" x 11"

73.0 x 279.4 mm

17p3 x 66p

1/3 page vertical (non-bleed)

2.25 x 10"

57.15 x 254 mm

13p1.5 x 60p

1/3 page horizontal (non-bleed)

7" x 3.375"

177.8 x 85.7 mm

42p x 20.25p

2 page spread (bleed)
2 page spread (non-bleed)
1 page (bleed)
1 page (non-bleed)

1/2 page vertical (bleed) ◊◊
1/2 page vertical (non-bleed) ◊◊

1/3 page square (non-bleed)

4.625" x 4.875"

117.5 x 123.8 mm

27p4.5 x 29p3

1/4 page (non-bleed) ◊◊

3.375" x 4.875"

85.7 x 123.8 mm

20p3 x 29p3

1/6 page vertical (non-bleed)

2.25" x 4.875"

57.2 x 123.8 mm

13p1.5 x 29p3

1/6 page horizontal (opposite cover #3 in every issue)

4.625” x 2.25”

117.5 x 57.2 mm

27p9 x 13p6

Publication Trim Size

7.875" x 10.75"

200 x 273 mm

47p3 x 64p6

◊◊ Note: 1/2 page vertical and 1/4 page are NOT available in the Buyers’ Guide.
FOR ALL BLEED ADS: Keep vital matter 1/2" (13mm) from gutter edge and 3/8" (10mm) from top, bottom, and
outside trim edge. 1/8" (3mm) roughed out of gutter bleed. 1/8" (3mm) trimmed off all three outer edges.
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FURNISHED INSERTS: 8 1/8" (206mm) X 11" (279mm). Publication trims to 7
7/8" (200mm) X 10 3/4" (273mm). Spread- 16 1/4" (413mm) X 11" (279mm). Keep vital matter 1/2" (13mm) from gutter
edge and 3/8" (10mm) from top, bottom, and outside trim edges. Maximum stock weight of 70# coated is requested.
Up to 80# accepted with advance clearance. 60# maximum weight for uncoated stock is requested. Up to 60# accepted
with advance clearance. Maximums are 25" (635mm) X 38" (965mm) basis.
CLOSING DATES AND CANCELLATIONS: See Editorial Calendar for space reservation and ad materials closing dates.
No cancellations accepted after closing dates.
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Publication Trim Size: 7-7/8” wide x 10-3/4” high (200 x 273 mm)
Paper Stock: 70 lb gloss-coated offset cover, 38 lb coated offset body
Method of Printing: CTP Web on Offset
Type of Binding: Perfect-bound
Material Specifications: To qualify for standard agency commissions, digital ads and
color proof must be provided.
Storage of Advertising Materials: All materials will be stored for 12 months and then
destroyed unless otherwise instructed in writing.
Set up documents to be final ad size (same width and depth as mechanical size).
Files for Full Page Ads should be set up for BLEED SIZE (8-1/8” wide x 11” deep).
Do not compress linked graphics when preparing TIFF or PDF.
All files must be converted to CMYK – not RGB. 2-color ads must be CMYK builds.
Trapping must be completed prior to creating final TIFF or PDF.
Trap at .20 pt. and overprint black.

• Accepted Digital Formats

Press-/Print-Optimized PDF (all fonts embedded/all graphics hi-res and linked properly),
high-resolution (300 dpi minimum)
TIFF or EPS formats, 133-line or 300-dpi resolution
Media – CD-ROM

Note: We can not accept native application files, such as Quark XPress or InDesign. Film ads will incur a
conversion charge.

If you have FTP software, you may forward your ad files to our FTP site:
HOST: prod.accessintel.com
USERID: produsr
PASSWORD: pRodr2* (case sensitive, and don’t forget the asterisk at the end)
DIRECTORY: /CHE_ads

Note: Files must be stuffed as a self-extracting archive before you forward your ad to our FTP site.
Please email confirmation to gseverine@accessintel.com.
Scanned images should be provided for placement, half-tone images should be 266 dpi or higher at
100% or reproduction size. Line art should be scanned at 300 dpi at 100%.

MATCHED COLOR. When PMS or other matched colors are specified, these will be
built from process colors. If a matched color requires that we run a PMS color, see your
representative for five-color ad rates.
PRODUCTION CHARGES. Ads that do not meet the specs list above or requests for
changes to digital ads are subject to production charges. Contact the magazine production
manager for details on production charges.
Address space orders, instructions, correspondence and proofs to:

Chemical Engineering, Production Department, 9211 Corporate Blvd, 4th floor, Rockville, MD
20850

FURNISHED INSERTS. On shipments of furnished inserts from outside the U.S., ship
prepaid via air freight to: LSC Communications, Attn: Tammy Baugh, 13487 S. Preston
Hwy, Lebanon Junction, KY 40150, Tel: 800-214-1127 (Please include magazine name and
issue date if possible). At the time of shipment, email gseverine@accessintel.com tracking
information.
FOR MORE INFORMATION. George Severine | Production Manager
gseverine@accessintel.com | 301-354-1689

Get your marketing started…contact us today
Vice President & Group Publisher
MATT GRANT
Cell: 713-444-4241 | 713-343-1882
mgrant@accessintel.com
District Sales Manager
TERRY DAVIS
Cell: 404-634-5123
tdavis@accessintel.com
CONNECTICUT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
DELAWARE, GEORGIA, MAINE, MARYLAND,
MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NEW
JERSEY, NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE
ISLAND, VERMONT, CANADA, LATIN AMERICA
District Sales Manager
JASON BULLOCK
713-974-0911
jbullock@chemengonline.com
ALABAMA, ALASKA, ARIZONA, ARKANSAS,
CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, FLORIDA,
HAWAII, IDAHO, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
IOWA, KANSAS, KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA,
MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, MISSISSIPPI,
MISSOURI, MONTANA, NEBRASKA, NEVADA,
NEW MEXICO, NORTH CAROLINA, OHIO,
OKLAHOMA, OREGON, SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH DAKOTA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS, UTAH,
VIRGINIA, WASHINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA,
WISCONSIN, WYOMING

Europe Sales Manager
PETRA TRAUTES
Cell: +49-172-6606303 | +49-69-58604760
ptrautes@accessintel.com
AUSTRIA, BENELUX, CZECH REPUBLIC,
EASTERN EUROPE, GERMANY, SCANDINAVIA,
SWITZERLAND, UNITED KINGDOM
India Sales Representative
DIPALI DHAR
718-263-1162
ddhar@chemengonline.com
Japan Sales Representative
KATSUHIRO ISHII
+81-3-5691-3335
amskatsu@dream.com
Asia Sales Representative
RUDY TENG
+86-13818181202 (China),
+886-921322428 (Taiwan)
rudy.teng@gmail.com
ASIA-PACIFIC, HONG KONG, PEOPLE’S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, TAIWAN

A Publication of

Check out our latest marketing opportunities and products at mediakit.chemengonline.com
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